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The  Mixinng  Connssole  worrkss  inn  the  ssaamme  waay  onn  aall  the  innsstrrummenntss  lissted  aat  the  top  of  the  paage
aannd  it  iss  the  ideaal  tool  forr  gettinng  the  perrfect  baalaannce  betweenn  the  paarrtss  of  yourr  innsstrrummennt.    

Balancing the sound - part 2

I’m  assuming  that  you’ve  already  read  part  1  of  this
workshop  on  the  two  previous  pages  -  or  at  least
skimmed  through  them  (if  you  already  know  about
balancing  the  right  and  left  hands).    I’ve  been  referring
to  the  accompaniment,  or  Style,  as  the  ‘left  hand’  as
this  seems  to  be  the  way  the  majority  of  people  regard
the  styles.    There  is,  of  course,  a  LEFT  Voice  part  too
and  this  has  a  separate  volume  control  in  the
BALANCE window  -  fig.4.  

Because the LEFT voice is switched off by default it is
often ignored, and so the Style becomes the main
source of the sound for your left hand.

I’ve already shown how the volume of the Style can be
adjusted to match that of the right hand voices - but
Tyros5 is a versatile and sophisticated keyboard and
there is much more that can be done to balance the
sound than simply turn the STYLE volume up and
down.

Let’s begin by choosing a Style.  The ‘Pop Piano
Ballad’ (Ballad category) has all that we need to work
with - fig.5.

Having selected the Style press the MIXER/MIXING
CONSOLE button on your keyboard - fig.6.

Note: The Mixing Console works in the same way on all
the instruments listed at the top of the page.

Look at the top of the screen and you’ll see that the
page is headed MIXING CONSOLE (PANEL).  Check
that the first tab (VOL/VOICE) is selected, then check
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further down the screen where you’ll find a set of
volume controls that perfectly copy the BALANCE
display illustrated in fig.4.

Press the MIXER/MIXING CONSOLE button again and
the screen changes - fig.7.

Now the volume sliders are each labelled with one of
the eight parts of the Style - Rhythm 1 and 2, Bass,
Chord 1, Chord 2, Pad, Phrase 1 and 2.  You now have
control over each part of your ‘left hand’ - so if your
bass is too loud you can reduce it, if you need to hear
more piano you can increase it.  Brilliant!

I’m using Variation 3 of the accompaniment by the way
- so if your screen doesn’t look exactly like mine you
may want to do the same.  

Altering the balance between the Style parts is very
easy to do - and you can completely re-configure your
Style by featuring different instrumental parts.

Piano  Ballad

I turned the style into a pure piano ballad by reducing
the volumes of the Chord 2, Pad, Phrase 1 and 2 parts
to zero - then increasing the volume of the Chord 1
part (piano) to 95.  I found the bass and drums a little
loud so I reduced the volume of Rhythm 2 to 66 and
the Bass to 60. (fig.8) 

A nice effect is created by sliding the volume of the

PAD (string) part up to produce a piano and string
backing.  Of course you can decide exactly how much
string you want to add.

Guitar  Ballad

Turn the Style into a ‘guitar ballad’ by reducing the
volume of the Chord 1 (piano) to zero and replacing it
with the Chord 2 part (steel guitar).  Adjust the volumes
of each part again to your taste... fig.9.

Adding a little of the electric guitar (Phrase 1) lends yet
another shade of tonal colour to the style  - fig.10.

There are many, many ways in which you can remix the
style but I want to show you something else that you
can do to shape and blend the sounds in your
keyboard to your personal taste.

It’s quite important that you have mastered the workings
of the Registration Memory because these eight buttons
are extremely useful for holding onto the different style
combinations you come up with - fig.11. 
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Let’s strip everything back again now until we’re left
with just the Chord 2 (steel guitar) and Rhythm 1 parts
- fig.12.

We can mix sounds in more ways than just volume.
One of the reasons that Genos sounds different from
the Tyros5 is that the voices and effects have been
mixed differently.  Settings in Genos, for example tend
to have more reverb than those in many of the other
instruments.  Reverb is the ‘echo’ you get when you
play an instrument in a large room and the more digital
reverb you add to your guitar the bigger the room it will
sound as though it’s being played in.

Try it with the guitar by selecting the EFFECT tab at the
top of the page... fig.13.   

Using the buttons at the side of the screen highlight the
row of knobs labelled REVERB: Real Medium Hall.
Then, using the buttons under the screen, highlight the
knob in the CHD2 row and increase the level of reverb
as the style is playing.  You’ll hear a big difference in
the sound of the guitar as you switch between the
minimum and maximum levels.

You can alter the reverb levels for each instrument in
the Style - but try not to overdo it as you can easily end
up with a swimming mush of sound if you turn them all
up too high.

Don’t worry that any of the changes will be permanent
because they won’t unless you save them - and even
then recalling the original Style will return everything to
normal.  Before we leave the reverb, set the level to
something you’re comfortable with.

Next, use the buttons at the side of the screen again to
highlight the row of knobs labelled CHORUS - fig.14.

Chorus is an effect traditionally used by guitarists so it
sounds particularly ‘at home’ when added to this
instrument on your keyboard.  Again it will colour the
tone of the steel guitar to give yet another different
aspect to the Style you are working on.

As before, experiment with the full range of the Chorus
levels until you find the level that you feel comfortable
with.  There’s no ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ about this, it’s
purely down to your personal taste - and if others
disagree, so what?      

And  finally...

We have to stop somewhere and there’s more than
enough here to give you the tools to transform any
Style you choose and re-mix it to create all kinds of
different ‘sub-styles’.  What we’ve done today uses only
the sounds and effects that were already linked to the
Style I chose at the beginning.  

There is so much more to discover because it’s
possible to change all the instruments that currently
make up the Style.  We can go further still and change
all the effects that are linked to these instruments.
Really, the possibilities are almost endless.  

Speaking as a player first and foremost I feel that the
danger is that we all get so involved in ‘tweaking’ and
fine tuning the sound that we spend most of our time
twiddling and not playing.  If that’s what floats your
boat then go for it by all means - after all, instruments
today are all things to all people and who am I to say
what’s right, but I hope you’ll take time off from your
sound experiments to... just play.  Have fun!
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